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FIRASS DIRANI
life as a house husband
From the back alleys of Sydney’s seedy Kings
Cross to suburban Melbourne, Firass Dirani
has shown his acting versatility.
Toni Krasicki explains.
f you’re an avid Firass Dirani follower, you’ll
know that the Australian actor is currently
starring as an ex-footballer-turned-family-man in
Channel 9’s House Husbands, now in it’s
third season. Catapulted into our living
rooms as Kings Cross club owner
John Ibrahim in Underbelly:
The Golden Mile in 2010,
Firass has proved he has the
capability of taking on any role
thrown his way. ‘You can’t be
a one trick pony, otherwise,
you’ll get stale and disappear,’
he muses.
Accepted into a business law course after leaving
high school at 17 his creative streak veered him
away from a desk job. ‘If it wasn’t in the film or
television world, it would definitely be in another
creative stream. I’d find a way to be outside, use my
energy, be physical and synergising with other
collaborators,’ says Firass.
Pursuing an acting career in Hollywood before
receiving a call to play John Ibrahim in Underbelly:
The Golden Mile, Sydney boy Firass says that
Underbelly came along at the right time, as he was
ready to pounce on the industry. ‘I had something
to prove and I was hungry for it,’ says Firass. In
preparation for the role he ventured into Kings
Cross to meet different people who some, had lived
through the saga, and listened to their stories.
‘Exploring the environment in which the character
existed in ‘The Golden Mile’, gave me a thorough
landscape of the story,’ he explains. ‘Underbelly
was historical. So there was a lot of information
given to me, and footage I needed to watch. Playing
a real life figure that’s still around meant I could
meet the actual person as well.’
In contrast, his role in House Husbands reveals a
new softer and gentler side and he admits he likes
showing this different aspect of his character. ‘I’m
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also playing a footballer so I need to be
fit, agile and know my way around a
football field. I did a few footy sessions
just to brush up on anything I wasn’t
aware of,’ he adds.
Although only 30, Firass is doing well
for himself. Accumulating a list of
accolades to his credit including the 2011
Logie Awards for Most Outstanding New
Talent and the Most Popular Male New
Talent for his role in Underbelly: The
Golden Mile. And in 2013, his roles in
House Husbands and The Straits won
him a nomination for the Most Popular
Actor award. ‘I enjoy every role that is
different to the last one. It’s a new
rhythm, new timing, a new story and a
totally new playing field,’ says the former
Cleo Bachelor of the Year about his
diverse roles.
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‘Life is so complex. You don’t know
what’s around the corner’.
Starring opposite Robert De Niro, Jason
Statham and Clive Owen in The Killer
Elite in 2010 was an obvious career
highlight. Firass says that acting opposite
De Niro was incredible and his career
highlight to date, naming him a true
inspiration. ‘I had dreamt about acting
with this man, it was a recurring thought
throughout my childhood,’ he admits. ‘It
was a master class to spend those days
with him on set. He understands human
interaction to a fine degree and is a
professional on and off the set. He’s
amazing to watch, and the calibre of
craftsmanship was outstanding.’
‘He was also so generous and an old
school classic in the way he worked. You
hear stories that when some movie stars
are not on screen, they go off set and they
bring in a small board with a cross on it
acting as the stars eye line for whoever is
acting opposite them. De Niro was there
off camera but in my eye line, for every
scene of mine.’
Joining De Niro in the inspirational
stakes is someone closer to home. Firass
says his dad’s work ethic and extraordinary
will for resistance and survival is his

greatest inspiration. He also names
Muhammad Ali’s philosophy – standing
up for what you believe in, and working
harder than anyone else – as helping him
lift his game. ‘You realise that in life, even
if you’re under the spotlight or not, you
always need to stand by your principles,
otherwise what do you have left?’
The work/life balance is something not
just actors but every one of us struggles
with on a daily basis. Although he makes
regular trips to Sydney from Melbourne
(where House Husbands is filmed) to visit
family, he says he does make time for fun
activities and catching up with friends.
‘Fitness is a big part of my life, and
sometimes that takes some coordinating
when there’s a busy schedule.’ He says to
squeeze in his fitness sessions when he
has early starts he makes a commitment
the night before to wake up early and
work out. ‘When it’s dark and everyone is
asleep. You feel like you’re the only one
up – it’s a great feeling, and addictive!’
No doubt there have been times in his
life, as with any actor starting out, when
he has missed out on roles. So what does

he do when he loses his mojo? ‘A good
film does the trick, or a great song, and
travel is a great motivator,’ he explains.
‘Being stuck in the vortex is easy.
Sometimes it tells you it’s the only path,
but you must find the energy to re-inspire,
and keep on enjoying those curve balls.
It’s the choices you make that will shape
your life and get you out of your slump –
don’t stop making choices.’
Actors aren’t immune to vices, so we
asked Firass about his own. ‘Ask any
person I know, and they will tell you I
have the wickedest sweet tooth on this
planet,’ he says. ‘I get it from my dad. I
don’t know if chocolate is classified as a
vice but the amount I eat, it should be.’
Sweet!
You can follow Firass Dirani on
Instagram: @firazzle

‘Balance starts with a great
diet, and I keep on top of
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